Linear instability of a coflowing jet under an axial electric field.
A temporal linear stability analysis is carried out for a coflowing jet with two immiscible inviscid liquids under a uniform axial electric field. According to the electrical properties of the inner and outer liquids, four cases, i.e., IDOC (inner: dielectric; outer: conductor), ICOD (inner: conductor; outer: dielectric), ICOC (inner and outer: conductor), and IDOD (inner and outer: dielectric), are considered. The analytical dimensionless dispersion relation is derived for both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric perturbations and is solved for axisymmetric ones. Three unstable modes, i.e., the paravaricose, parasinuous and transitional modes, are identified in the Rayleigh regime. The influences of the axial electric field, liquid electrical properties, and Weber number are studied at length. The results show that the axial electric field has a generally stabilizing effect on the unstable modes. The effects of the liquid electrical properties are quite different but all great for each case. The change of dominant mode is detected with the variation of the electric field intensity, electrical properties or Weber number. It is found that the parasinuous instability is the easiest to realize in IDOC. And the comparison with the experiment validates that the parasinuous mode is predominant in coaxial electrospray.